Host ASM_Chad says:
Prelude: Repairs to the station are now 90% complete.  All fires have been extinguished and damage control teams are patching any hull breach.

A total of thirteen Brump vessels are currently circling the station, creating a blockade.  In the neutral zone, now six Romulan Warbirds are sitting still, waiting to see what Kootenai Station will do.

The time is now 1430 hours, and the station has twenty-five minutes before the Romulans take matters into their own hands.

Cast of Characters

Brian Wachendorf as XO Commander P’Dar Kerst
Eric VanSickle as CSO Lieutenant Commander Taliza Cal
Juanita Wilson as CNS Lieutenant Alana Torez
Kytra Seliquini as CTO Bao’tzhu Shengming Rr’Vellan
Steve Seliquini as OPS Ensign Rick Spicer

Guest Appearance
SM-Darlene Wise as TO Bailey
ASM Chad Snyder as Brump, Sub_Commander Torek

Host ASM_Chad says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME KOOTENAI MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CSO_Taliza says:
::Works on Universal Translator::

OPS_Spicer says:
::At the Operations console in the Operations Center::

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Pacing Operations in frustration::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Enters Station Operations and walks to Tactical One::

TO_Bailey says:
::Standing in Operations, armed to the teeth, with a gas mask hanging around his neck::

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: The burning wreckage of what once was a Romulan Freighter lights up space with a dazzling display.  Still, the Brump vessels sit there and do nothing.

CNS_Alana says:
::In Sickbay with her EVA suit still on as the smell of the Brump is still dissipating::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Raises an eyebrow at Bailey and shakes her head with a smile::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Are the Romulan Freighters within transporter range?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Continues to monitor communications of the Brump, the Romulan freighters and the Romulans in the Neutral Zone::

TO_Bailey says:
::Looks at the CTO and grins then goes back to watching the sensor readouts on the Brump vessels::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Yes, Sir.

Host XO_Kerst says:
TO Bailey: Take over guarding our guests in Sickbay.  Be ready in case the Brump try to retrieve them.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Begins preliminary scans of the Romulan Freighters for number of life signs on each ship::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: How long would it take us to transport them unto the station using every available transporter?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Flicks her ears and looks up at the XO::

CNS_Alana says:
::Looking on as an MO is pronounced dead::

TO_Bailey says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Pulls his gas mask on and lumbers into the turbolift::  Turbolift: Sickbay.

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> ::Stare through the force field at all the Starfleet personnel, they continue to hoot wildly at everyone::

CNS_Alana says:
::Walks over to the computer console and tries to  configure the Universal Translator to the sounds the Brump are making::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Can we disable or destroy all of the Brump ships before they could fire on those freighters?

TO_Bailey says:
::Checks the setting on his phaser rifle then exits the turbolift and lumbers down the corridor into Sickbay.  Sees the CNS and nods, taking up a position next to the door::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: About 10 seconds per ship, Sir. Just over 1 minute.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Looks down at her console::  XO: I don't believe so, Sirrr..not with the firrrepowerrr they've demonstrrrated.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Sir, I found out why we can't communicate with the Brump.

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: A light blue pulse is fired at the station by one of the Brump vessels, no damage.

CNS_Alana says:
::Notices the TO come in and stand near the door, keeps trying to work the Universal Translator::

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Too long. Find a way to improve it.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CSO: Why?

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: The shockwave that ran into us earlier disabled it.  I'll have to replace several circuits.  It'll take about 30 minutes or so.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CSO: You have 15!

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Gets to work fixing the Universal Translator::

CNS_Alana says:
::Listens as the Brump continue their noise::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: I'm sorry, Sir.  Even with all the transporters, personnel and cargo, it will still take 60 seconds at best.  In addition, we will need to lower shields to perform the transport.

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: Lights in Operations blaze back to life as main power is restored.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: If we use the Erie and the station, can we knock them  out long enough to beam those Romulans aboard?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Growls at the strange blue pulse and run scans of the ships::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Routes power to all systems in red alert configuration::

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: Three more Brump vessels begin firing the blue pulses at the station, each impacts the shields and stops, creating no damage whatsoever.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Main power restored, Sir.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Good!

TO_Bailey says:
::Stands just inside the doors to Sickbay and looks curiously at the Brump, shaking his head.  Thinks: Kootenai Station is looking more and more like a zoo::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Runs calculations:: XO: Just a moment, Sirrr

CNS_Alana says:
::Thinking that  Sickbay is sounding like a zoo::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Removes the fried circuits::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO/CSO: I have an idea.  Perhaps we can resynchronize the transporters with the shields so that we won't have to lower them.  ::Looks at the CSO::  Is it possible?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
XO: Sir, if we take the Errrie out, we'll have to drrrop shields and therrre's no telling what those strrrange pulses arrre.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: This station has almost 30 heavy phaser arrays and 6 torpedo launchers, and we can't disable their ships in one salvo?

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: Not really.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
XO: Not without knowing what therrre armaments arrre, Sirrr.

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> CNS: We ar...hoo...hoo... ernment.  Hoo...eek asylum fro..hoo..ways.  Hoo.....

CNS_Alana says:
::Listens as if she listens harder she will figure out the missing parts of their speech::

TO_Bailey says:
::Looks at the Brump as the Universal Translator begins to translate the hooting noises coming from the Brump::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: I think there might be a way.  ::Starts working on some computations::

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: Shields drop to 98% efficiency.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Replaces bad circuits with new circuits::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Makes a face:: XO: Sirrr, ourrr shields arrre down 2%.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Looks up from her console at the view screen and growls at the Brump ships::

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Curses loudly in Romulan:: CTO: They're trying to wear are shields down so they can get to the others. Try remodulating our shields on a random pattern.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods and taps on her console:: XO: Done, Sirrr

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: All available power shields and weapons.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Closes panel to Universal Translator interface::  XO: Universal Translator is fixed, Sir.  Trying standard greeting.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir. ::Reconfigures power levels, setting maximum power to shields and weapons::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sees sensors:: XO: Sir, we have three more Brump ships on sensors, including one capital ship, four times the size of the others.

CNS_Alana says:
:Takes PADD and punches in key words she recognizes::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CSO: Is that Universal Translator up yet?

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> CNS: We are members of a planet-wide movement to overthrow our corr..hoo  government.  ::Still doesn't think they can understand them::

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  Fully operational.

Host XO_Kerst says:
*CNS*: Anything from our guests?

OPS_Spicer says:
*Engineering*: I need more power for shields and weapons.  <Engineering> *OPS*: Acknowledged. Bringing backup reactors online.  You should have more power in five seconds.

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: Three more Brump vessels drop out of warp near the station, the lead capital ship hails the station.

CNS_Alana says:
Brump: We cannot understand each other, but can you repeat what you just said.  I think I can make out most of what you are trying to tell us.

OPS_Spicer says:
*Engineering*: Acknowledged.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: The capital ship is hailing.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
XO: Sirrr!  Shields at 92%!

OPS_Spicer says:
XO/CTO: You have full power to weapons and shields.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: On screen!

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye.  ::Puts COM on screen::

TO_Bailey says:
::Reaches up and adjusts his gas mask::

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: The view screen lights up with a large, green, blob-like creature with a hat, gas fills the background of the screen.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: You have visual.

Host XO_Kerst says:
COM: Brump: This Kootenai Station, how can we help you today?

CNS_Alana says:
*XO*: The Universal Translator is working, and I am beginning to talk with the Brump here in Sickbay, will have more for you momentarily, Sir!

Host ASM_Chad says:
@COM: Kootenai Station: XO: Greetings, my name is Oblaugh.  I am the leader of the Brumpian home world.  We seem to have run into a bit of a snag here, Commander.

TO_Bailey says:
::Tries to mumble to the CNS through his gas mask.   His voice is muffled::  CNS: He said "asylum".

CNS_Alana says:
Brump: You are on Kootenai Station, you are in our sick bay, this force field is for the protection of the people here on the station, you are not being held prisoner, understand?

Host XO_Kerst says:
COM: Brump: Well, we'll try to help you out in any way we can.  What seems to be your trouble?

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Twitches her tail as she stares at the Brump on the screen::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Watches the conversation between the XO and the Brumpian Commander::

Host ASM_Chad says:
@COM: Kootenai Station: XO: You see, Commander.  The criminals that are aboard your station have committed several capital offenses on our planet.  They are rebels for opposing our ways and society.  We must respectfully request that you return them to use immediately, so they may be dealt with swiftly.

CNS_Alana says:
::Nods toward TO as she hears him speaking::  TO: Yes, I just hope they can understand me as well.

TO_Bailey says:
::Nods his head up and down::

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> CNS: Yes ::Begins jiggling up and down, very happy that they can communicate::  Finally!  Yes!  We can understand you!  Now, we need to speak with your leader.

TO_Bailey says:
::Shakes his head as the CNS is attempting to converse with a blob::

TO_Bailey says:
::Thinks: I'll never look at Jell-O the same way again::

Host XO_Kerst says:
COM: Brump: Aye, I see. We did rescue several Brump from a damaged ship. They are being treated in our Sick Bay right now.  As to your charges, I assume you have the proper paperwork for extradition, proof of criminal activity, that sort of thing?

CNS_Alana says:
::Listens as the Brump asks to speak to their leader::

CNS_Alana says:
TO: Do you know that I can sense the kind of sarcasm you are thinking?  ::Laughing a bit::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Taps on her panel as she listens to the Brump leader::

TO_Bailey says:
::Walks over to the CNS and in a muffled voice::  CNS: I think he......errrr....she....errr....it wants to talk to the XO.

Host ASM_Chad says:
@<Oblaugh>  ::Loses his smile, or at least what was supposed to be a smile::  COM: Kootenai Station: XO: I do not think you see the gravity of the situation.  These rebels threatened the stability of our entire planet.  We want them back, NOW if you please.  I beg you, do not make use take them.

TO_Bailey says:
CNS: Indeed, Counselor.  ::Grins::

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump>  ::Turn and look at Bailey::  TO: You, fuzzy one, go get your leader; we must speak with him.

TO_Bailey says:
::Thinks: Fuzzy one?  Looks to the CNS for orders::

CNS_Alana says:
*XO*:  The Brump have requested to see the Captain.  They are a bit calmer now.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Whispers::  XO: What about the prime directive, Sir?

Host XO_Kerst says:
COM: Oblaugh: Understand the Federation has rules and laws.  I cannot simply hand over people with out following the proper procedures.  Surely you understand this.  If these Brump are the criminals you say they are, then surely there is no danger with us holding them while we work this out peacefully.

Host ASM_Chad says:
@COM: Kootenai Station: XO: Well, Commander?  I do not believe we have left you with much of an option.  Return them and we will leave, don't and we will be forced to take them by any means.  ::Begins to jiggle in anger::

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Motions to OPS for mute::

TO_Bailey says:
::Bends down looking at the rebel Brump to see if he can tell what gender it is::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Tries to avoid making a face at the angry jiggling of the Brump::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Mutes the COM::

Host XO_Kerst says:
*CNS*: I'm in discussions with the leader of the opposing fleet right now.  Find out what they want, and why the Brump want them dead.

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump>  ::Look at Bailey::  TO: What are you doing, fuzzy one?  We must speak with your leader.

CNS_Alana says:
::Elbows Bailey::  TO: Stop that!

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Motions to OPS to put him back on::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Resumes the COM::

TO_Bailey says:
::Straightens up then moves back to the door::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Nods to the XO::

Host ASM_Chad says:
@<Oblaugh> ::Stares at the XO through the view screen, waiting::

CNS_Alana says:
Brump:  Our Captain is detained right now.  I am the station counselor, could you tell me about what it is you wish to discuss with him, perhaps I can help you until he gets here.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
XO: Sirrr, I finished my evaluation of that pulse, Sirrr.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Keeps close eye on Universal Translator::

Host XO_Kerst says:
COM: Oblaugh: First, I will not deal under threat of force. Second if hostilities start your ship will be the first destroyed, I guarantee it. Third, there is a large Romulan fleet that is quite angry with you for destroying one of their freighters. So far I have kept them out of this, but if you insist. I will let them come here and deal with you.

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Motions for mute::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: And?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Mutes the COM::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
XO: It prrobes ourrr shields forr the frrrequency and then drrains ourrr shields.  ::Growls under her breath::

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO/CSO: Find a way to counter it.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Sir, if they continue, they will be able to get our guests off the station within an hour.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Also, if hostilities start, Oblaugh's ship is to be vaporized in our first volley, understood?

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: The capital ship fires a massive energy pulse at another Romulan freighter, causing severe damage to the adrift vessel, fires can be seen breaking out as a large hole is ripped through the side::

Host ASM_Chad says:
@<Oblaugh> COM: Kootenai: XO: DO NOT THREATEN ME!!  You have twenty minutes, Commander or I will order the destruction of every ship out here along with your station!

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Sir, it sounds like the Brump want a war.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods to the XO::  XO: Understood, Sirrr.

CNS_Alana says:
::Waits for the juggling creature behind the force field to answer her question::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Whispers::  XO: Sir, they have given us some time.  I recommend transporting personnel from those freighters to the station.

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: Six of the Brump vessels begin firing the blue pulses at the station again.  Similarly, the waiting Romulan fleet has witnessed the latest action and hail the station.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Looks to the CSO::  CSO: Sirrr, I have an idea.

CNS_Alana says:
::Steps backward to the computer and calls for maintenance teams to clean up the floors in Sickbay::

CSO_Taliza says:
CTO: Let's have it.

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Sir, the Romulans in the Neutral Zone are hailing again.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
CSO: What if we firred some kind of feedback loop into that pulse of theirrrs?

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> CNS: We must not go back to them!  ::Points up::  They will kill us.  We are trying to save a planet, much suffering, many Brumpians have died at the hands of our government.  We want to change that, save our people.  Please, do not send us back.

CSO_Taliza says:
CTO: It might either disable the pulse emitters or take out their ships.

Host XO_Kerst says:
COM: Oblaugh: Perhaps you misunderstood me.  Those ships you are firing on are ROMULAN.  A large ROMULAN Fleet, which I have no control over, is preparing to cross the Neutral Zone and take vengeance on YOU.  Nothing I do will affect that.  If you want to deal with me fine, lets talk.  Firing on those Romulans freighters is only going to bring the Romulan fleet down on you, understand?

OPS_Spicer says:
::COM’s the Romulans in the Neutral Zone, buying time for the XO::

Host ASM_Chad says:
@<Sub_Commander Torek> COM: Kootenai Station: XO: Commander!  May I ask why nothing has been done about this situation!  You have only fifteen minutes left!  If you do not protect our merchants, we will do it for you, AND.. ::In a fit of rage:: perhaps take your station as well!

CNS_Alana says:
Brump:  I'm sure we can find a way to help you.  What has been causing these problems?  Who is at fault?  Why are they attacking our station?

CSO_Taliza says:
CTO: Next time they try to pulse the shields, get that feedback fired.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Whispers::  XO: Sir, they have given us some time.  I recommend transporting personnel from those freighters to the station.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods::   CSO: Underrrstood, Sirr.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Taps on her console, getting her feedback loop charged up::  XO: Sirrr? I can fire a feedback loop when they trrry to firre thierrr pulse.

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> ::Begin to panic, starting running around the little cell again::  CNS: We must not go back!  Do not send us back!  We must get off this station!  Away to safety!  Get us off!  Do not give us up!

Host XO_Kerst says:
COM: Sub_Commander Torek: I am dealing with the situation, please be patient.  Also be advised, if you cross the neutral zone, it will be an act of war by the Romulan Empire. At that point I am no longer responsible for the safety of those freighters.  Please show some of that famous Romulan patience, and together we may be able to work this out.  I will call you shortly.

TO_Bailey says:
::Sees the rebel Brump become excited and brings his phaser rifle to the ready::

CNS_Alana says:
Brump: I need more information to give my Captain.  Tell me what I can say to him that will get him to see your points!

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Main Computer> All: Warning!  Shields down to 80% efficiency.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Hold for now, when we send that pulse, they will retaliate.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Sir, the shields are already down to 80%.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods::  XO: Underrrstood, Sirrr.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Quick, between us, and say six Romulan Warbirds, how fast can we disable those Brump?

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> CNS: We must meet with our people on Trilak 5, there we have several powerful Brumpian members of the Delegation.  We can gather a large fleet to protect our world, stop the killing.  Please, you must get us off this station.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
XO: Anywherrrre frrrom 10 minutes to an hourrr, Sirrr

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Six Warbirds and all the fire power of this station and it will take ten minutes to disable the Brump’s weapons?

CNS_Alana says:
Brump: Thank you.  I will tell our Captain this information.  Please be patient.  I'm sure he is very busy, with the attacks.  ::Walks past TO an nods::

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: Three of the Brump vessels break from the blockade.  They begin moving toward a large group of Romulan merchants.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
XO: That's the best I can do, Sirr

CNS_Alana says:
TO: Make sure the force field stays up.  I will discuss this event with XO.

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> TO: Fuzzy one, is there food?

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Sir, three Brump are going after the Romulan freighters.  Recommend firing.

Host XO_Kerst says:
OPS: Hail the Romulans

TO_Bailey says:
CNS: Aye, Sir.  ::Moves to the control panel, keeping a close watch on the Brump::

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Aye, Sir.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Discourage them, Lieutenant!

TO_Bailey says:
Rebel Brump: What kind of food do you eat?

OPS_Spicer says:
COM: Romulan: This is Kootenai Station.  Please hold for Commander Kerst.

Host XO_Kerst says:
COM: Sub_Commander Torek: Are you up for some joint fleet activities?

OPS_Spicer says:
XO: Sir, I have the Romulans on COM.

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> TO: Do you have Mumlak?  It is our favorite.  ::Begin jiggling in excitement::

TO_Bailey says:
::Looks at the rebel Brump::  Rebel Brump: Negative.  Do you know what the molecular structure is of this....this "Mumlak"?  If you give me the molecular formula, I can program it into the food replicator.  ::Points to the replicator on the wall::

Host ASM_Chad says:
@<Sub_Commander. Torek> COM: Kootenai Station: XO: Joint fleet activities?  What you think we are?  Mercenaries for hire?!  You will defend our freighters, or we will!  You have ten minutes, Commander.  ::Cuts the COM and blocks it, disgusted by the offer::

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Growls and continues to run her calculations::

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: That ingrate!

Host XO_Kerst says:
::Mutters several curses about Torek's parentage, his personal hygiene, and his mental faculties::

TO_Bailey says:
Rebel Brump: How about a nice bowl of Jell-O?  ::Grins::

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: The three Brump fire several large mechanical devices into space, after sitting for a moment, the devices break into many smaller pieces, each one hurtles toward a Romulan ship.

CNS_Alana says:
*XO*: Our guests still think it would be expedient for you to talk to them about why they are here.  They wish asylum!

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Mines! Destroy them!

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Sir, I recommend we scramble the fighters.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods and fires phasers at the mines::

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> TO: Jell-O?  What is this?  Does it move?  It must move or we won't touch it!  Is there a smaller you?  You look quite tasty, but we only eat smaller things.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CTO: Coordinate with the Erie, in five minutes we counter attack.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
XO: Mines destrrroyed, Sirrr

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: Each device hits a Romulan ships and clamps down.  Phaser fire from the station destroys four mines before they reach their target, each creating a small explosion and mini-shockwave, causing minor damage to the surrounding Romulan vessels.

TO_Bailey says:
Rebel Brump: Jell-O moves, yes.  In fact it moves similar to you.  No, there isn't a smaller me!  ::Moves to the replicator and orders a big bowl of cherry flavored Jell-O.  Takes the bowl from the receiving tray then opens a small hole in the force field and shoves the bowl towards the Brump::  Here, try this.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods to the XO: Yes, Sirrr.

CNS_Alana says:
::Looks over at the TO as he feeds the Brump::

TO_Bailey says:
::Taps the console and closes the hole in the force field::

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> ::Stares at the Jell-O, one moves toward it and engulfs it in its blob::  TO: Where is the leader?

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Sir, if I may, we should have done this a while ago.

TO_Bailey says:
Rebel Brump: Leader?  You want to talk to the leader of the Jell-O?

Host ASM_Chad says:
<Rebel Brump> TO: Jell-O has a leader?  You feed us a people?  May we speak to them if your commander is busy?

Host XO_Kerst says:
CSO: Always try diplomacy first.  That is what they teach at the Academy.  Huh, lot of good it did here.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: When the adversary doesn't want to talk, let your phasers do the talking, I'd always say.

Host XO_Kerst says:
CSO: Well, Oblaugh won't live long enough to realize his mistake in not talking to us.

CTO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Raises an eyebrow at the CSO::

TO_Bailey says:
Rebel Brump: Uhh....sure...I guess.  ::Moves back to the replicator and orders up another bowl of Jell-O, Lime flavored this time and gives it to the Brump::  Here, this is their "Leader."  ::Grins and moves back and closes the hole in the force field::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Looks at the CSO and shakes his head::

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Agreed.

CNS_Alana says:
::Turns just as TO gives the Brump the green Jell-O::  TO:  NO!

Host ASM_Chad says:
ACTION: Border Sensors begin to go wild as six Romulan Warbirds decloak less than a kilometer from the border.  Each one fires its impulse engines and crosses into Federation space.  They then arm disruptors, recloak, and set a course toward the station.

Host ASM_Chad says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE KOOTENAI MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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